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Kenneth Cole Reaction
Quilted Top Zip Work Tote with Double Front Pockets
KCR5455502
Your office commute won’t be complete without the Kenneth Cole Reaction Quilted
Top Zip Work Tote. This tote-style bag features a padded laptop pocket and tablet
pocket, fitting most laptops up to 15” and compatible with most tablets. The polyester
twill exterior with chevron-quilted detail is a lovely treat for the eyes, standing out
from the typical work bag. Its tear-resistant, fully-lined interior makes this bag a
sturdy, durable option that can handle constant use. Pack your everyday work
essentials in the large single compartment, amply-sized to hold everything you need
to help you take on your day. The zip-around front organization compartment, with an
open slip pocket and zippered pockets, is perfect for storing your smaller, quick-grab
belongings. Tailor your carrying comfort with the removable, adjustable, padded
shoulder strap that extends to 52” long.
MSRP

SPECIAL

$125.00

$60.50 (C)

Kenneth Cole Reaction
Tech It Backpack
KCR571517502
From students to the nine-to-fiver, transport your workstation wherever you need to
with the Kenneth Cole 1680D Polyester Multi-Pocket Triple Compartment 17.0"
Computer Business Backpack. Laptops are fragile gadgets that should be secured,
especially when you’re on the move. This contemporary backpack has a main padded
compartment that comfortably holds a 17” laptop. Its built-in technology features an
RFID blocker inside the slid pockets to protect you from hackers and theft activity.
Don’t stress over aching muscles and cramped hands during long commutes, the
padded top handle and shoulder straps provide extra comfort to and from the office.
Use the pass-thru USB cord in the front compartment to charge your phones and other
electronic accessories.

MSRP

SPECIAL

$140.00

$88.00 (C)

Kenneth Cole Reaction
2 Wheel Laptop Backpack
KCR5716477B02
From students to the nine-to-fiver, transport your workstation wherever you need to
with the Kenneth Cole 900D Poly 2-Wheel Carry-On Upright with Laptop Pocket and
RFID. Laptops are fragile gadgets that should be secured, especially when you’re on
the move. This durable, contemporary carry-on has a padded laptop pocket that fits
most laptops with up to a 15.6-inch screen. Its built-in technology features an RFID
blocker inside the slid pockets to protect you from hackers and theft activity. Use the
front pocket to conveniently organize your business essentials. With a sturdy
telescopic handle and wheels, this carry-on is the perfect addition to your on-the-go
lifestyle.

MSRP

SPECIAL

$175.00

$94.42 (C)

Minimum qty. 10 pc for decoration – Charges will apply
Visit our website www.acipromo.com or email info@acipromo.com for further information
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